July 18, 2016

**GOP Convention Will Be Historic**

The Republican National Convention starts today. Some think it’s going to be standard fare. I have my doubts. I think it’ll be historic. The rumblings are rising. The internal party struggles are increasingly public. Delegates Unbound has a very orchestrated campaign. Conservative Cruz delegates are there in force. A Virginia man just won a lawsuit to vote his conscience.

Furthermore, a July 11 commentary written in THE HILL, shows that delegates have always been unbound by national convention rules except in 1976 due to a change in rules only for that year. Delegates have been allowed to vote their conscience since 1876. Whatever happens, and regardless of who becomes president, CCHF will fight for your health freedom.

“All Delegates are Unbound,” Curley Haugland and Sean Parnell, THE HILL, July 11, 2016.